Building Survey
Streamline the entire surveying process from on-site data capture to report generating.
Produce a Schedule of Condition report in minutes.

Features

Beneﬁts
Reduce time compiling reports
Online archive of all photos and inspections
Provide your clients with read-only access to
be able to view photos and reports online

Speech to text functionality allows for rapid dictation
in the ﬁeld cutting out the need for dictaphone and
transcriber
Customisable phrases and keyword can be added to
further reduce typing
Capturing, annotating and organising photos using your
phone or tablet in the ﬁeld means no more camera and
additional photo numbering software
Output PDF report in seconds with text and photos
neatly organised and referenced
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Broadgate Park
Zutec Enabled Project

Broadgate Park is situated on the outskirts of Nottingham City Centre, near the small town of Beeston, directly
opposite the University of Nottingham’s main Campus.
UPP Broadgate Park comprises of 2223 student accommodation rooms in 39 buildings, built over many years and is
divided up into 5 areas; Upper Court, Lower Court, Turnpike, Phase 1 and Phase 2. There are two additional buildings
oﬀ site but close by. Two of the buildings are almost 200 years old, and the newest of the buildings are 13 years old.
The client wanted a complete Building Survey register developed which incorporated a Condition Appraisal of the
entire site – room by room, space by space and asset by asset – right down to looking at the condition of the walls
and carpets, service and equipment. As these buildings were already in use the exercise for Zutec was akin to
building an asset register working backwards.

Zutec Delivered
Asset Management

Building Survey

The Zutec Asset Management tool oﬀered the client
a reliable single view of all assets and a detailed overview
of all information associated with the those assets

A complete Building Survey register was developed
which incorporated a Condition Appraisal of the entire
site – room by room, space by space and asset by asset

We Worked With

Talk to Us
For more information on what Zutec can oﬀer you.

sales@zutec.com
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